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Beat the Bag Tax!

With the introduction of the 5p Bag Tax this month, it's important not
to forget paper bags are exempt! Sovereign has an extensive range
of paper bags available and in stock!
Want your bags to stand out from the crowd? We are also able to
customise our paper bags for your business. To find out more
contact a member of our sales team

Bags

Signature Range - New Products

Sovereign are proud to introduce more innovative products to our
Signature Range. QAP14 & QAP16 are 14/16oz clear cups that
share the same lids (flat or dome) helping to keep your costs down
and reduce confusion. If you want to stand out from the crowd we
can personalise stock by printing your company logo or moto.

Plastic Cups

Winter Essentials

Is your business prepared for the winter onslaught? Not to worry,
we're here to help! We have an extensive range of single & double
walled paper hot cups to choose from, as well as a range of lids, cup
holders, sugars & sundries. Let Sovereign be your 'One Stop Shop'
for all your packaging needs this winter.

Winter Products

MyCup - Printed cups for you

MyCup is a special service offered by Sovereign as a way for us to
provide smaller operators the opportunity to get quality hot cups
printed with their own design in small quantities at competitive prices
and delivered fast.
Small print runs are not only an affordable option for smaller coffee
outlets to have personalised cups. They can also be used a
promotional tools by any company that serves coffee in its shop or to
visitors. Whether you're a car showroom or a doctor's waiting room
this is the perfect way to get your message across to those that visit
your premises.
It's easy to get started. Just send us your logo and we will email you
back a no commitment mock-up PDF of your cup. What are you
waiting for? Get your MyCup now.

MyCup

Sovereign on Social Media
Sovereign have recently increased our social media presence. Not
only does this allow us to keep customers up to date with all the
latest news and gossip, it enables us to keep a finger on the pulse of
the food industry.

Visit, 'Like' and 'Follow' us...

